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ABSTRACT 

Transport protocols that were designed for network today are not adequate for high speed networks of the future 
due to the increase in network bandwidth relative to the speeds of the processor components. As a result, 100 Mb/s-
1Gb/s high speed networks are now available but however at the top of transport layer, 10 Mb/s or even less is only 
achievable with current protocols. This increases the demand on new architectures and protocols to be designed and 
implemented. 

In this paper we suggest a model for the transport protocol and implement the idea of exchanging the complete 
state information between the transmitter and receiver periodically. This idea was introduced by AT&T. We 
implement two versions of the simulator, the first version implements the positive acknowledgment method, the 
second version implements the new idea. Both simulators implement the same proposed model for the transport 
protocol. The simulation results show that the new idea makes a big enhancement on the performance in the high 
speed environment. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is clear that the data networks we inherited from the 
1980's are inadequate to handle the applications and 
capabilities required by the 1990's. Today packet switched 
data networks face a number of problems. They are high 
cost, low speed, and they introduce large switching delay 
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and relatively high error rates. The switches require too 
much storage in the network. The protocols are too heavy 
weight and there are too much processing done in the 
network. 

In this paper we are concerned with high speed transport 
protocol. This needs a dramatic change in thinking and in 
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structures to handle the new requirements for high speed 
networks [I]. We will discuss the results of a set of 
simulation experiments to study the most suitable 
implementation fur the data transfer phase in the proposed 
high speed transport protocol. The proposed protocol can be 
directly combined with any existing connection management 
protocols to provide both connection management and 
transfer services [2]. In the proposed protocol we use fixed 
format packets with all the fields within a packet with fixed 
places and fixed length. Unlike current transport protocols 
which handle both flow control and error control through 
combining sequence number and window technique, we 
separate these two functions and handle flow control through 
combining both rate control and window techniques. We 
also implement the idea of periodically exchange full state 
information between the transmitter and the receiver which 
is supported by AT&T Bell lab [3] and compare its 
performance with the performance . of positive 
acknowledgment method. We try in the design to maximize 
the functional parallelism which is based on the 
configuration of the protocol functions inside the protocol 
entities by keeping the protocol functions as much 
independent as possible. We suggest four different processes 
for the receiver and four for the transmitter. We have 
enhanced the performance of the proposed protocol by this 
parallel implementation. 

PROBLEM DEFINITION AND DIFFERENT 
APPROACHES 

Distributed processing, full motion video, video on 
demand, and computer imaging are examples of applications 
which need giga bit per second service for end users [4]. 
Fiber optic networks which can offer ·the required high 
bandwidth have also became available [5, 6]. However the 
performance of the complete communication system 
including all the layers of the OSI protocol stack has not 
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significantly increased [7]. The reason is the increasing gap 
between the physical network bandwidth and the processing 
power available for protocol processing. The bandwidth of 
networks is increasing at least one order of magnitude faster 
than the performance of the processors. The performance 
bottleneck of modem communication system is thus no 
longer the network bandwidth but the processing power 
inside the communication nodes. 

Problems With Current Transport Protocols 

As network rates reach the I OOMb/s - I Gb/s range it will 
be more difficult for processors to process packets in real 
time that is as fast as they arrive at the network interface. For 
example a 1024 byte frame arriving at a 56 Kb/s interface, 
will take 146 ms to be received from the network. This gives 
the processor 146 ms to process the previously received 
packet. The same frame arriving at I Gb/s interface must be 
processed in approximately 8 J.!Sec. Failure to process packet 
in real time will cause buffers at the receiver to fill and 
eventually lead to lost packet due to receiver overflow. 

Approaches to overcome transport bottleneck 

To overcome the transport bottleneck in high bandwidth 
networks two major approaches can be distinguished. 

I. The use of novel implementation techniques that lead 
to more efficient implementation of current protocols [8, 9, 
10]. 

2. The development of light weight protocols that require 
less processing (high speed protocols) [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. 

Figure I summarizes the different approaches to 
overcome the transport bottleneck. 

Translalbn 1o Vl.SI 
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Fig. I: Different approaches for design of high speed transport protocols. 
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This protocol is characterized by the following 

1. Flow control is implemented through rate and window 
method. 

2. Error Recovery is done by periodic exchange of 
information, selective retransmission, and fewer times. 

3. Connection setup and release is implemented through 
three way handshake. 

4. Implementation is seperate from the host operating 
system. 

5. Packets are of fixed formats. 

6. There is no multiplexing. 

7. Implementation of the protocol is parallel in a dedicated 
front end communication processors. 

8. Data movement is minimized as data in a packet moves 
through the bus only once, when the host reads or writes 
it. The processors on the transmitter and receiver sub 
buses access the packet headers, but do not read or write 
the data in the packet. 

Now, we will give a brief description of how this 
protocol works : 

At Transmitter 

A table Tpacket [serial #, retrans, ack, address] which 
has a record for each outstanding packet, is maintained and 
is updated as new state information becomes available from 
the receiver, where serial # is the serial number of an 
outstanding packet, retrans is its retransmission count, ack is 
a bit indicating whether it has been successfully 
acknowledged or not, and address is the packet address in 
the buffer. 

Retransmission Time Out 

The retransmission time out is handled through the 
variable retrans which is assigned to each outstanding packet 
in term of the number of received control packets. A packet 
is scheduled for retransmission only if it is not yet 
acknowledged and its retransmission count is zero. This 
mechanism removes the need of explicit timers in the 
transmitter and gets rid of the problem of retranslating a 
packet because it is a little bit delayed as when the load on 
the receiver increases, and hence the effective round-trip 
time through the system increases, and the retransmission 
time-out increases automatically. 

LCI Type=O serial# rcv-uw 

LCI Type= I serial# trans-uw 

serial# Data 

At Receiver 

A table Packet [serial#, address, j] is maintained at the 
receiver and is updated as new packets arrive from the 
transmitter. Where j is set to 1 (0) if the corresponding 
packet is received (not received) correctly. 

Control Packet Transmission Time 

Both the transmitter and the receiver send their control 
packets periodically containing the current status for each 
active connection. Control packet interval=nominal 
part+time to process sending control packets to all active 
connection + variable time that increases as the load 
increases. 

This scheme has the following advantages 

1. If the receiver is extremely busy, i.e. if there are many 
packets waiting to be processed or if there are few free 
packets then the control packet is delayed by increasing 
the variable part in the control packet interval. This will 
help in preventing "retransmission avalanche". 

2. For low activity connection, some of the control packets 
will be skipped, i.e. sending one control packet and skip 
one or two control packets. However the control packet 
serial number will be still increased as if all the control 
packets were sent, so the effective re transmission time 
out period remains the same. 

This protocol has two types of packets; control packets, 
and data packets. The control packets have two types; type 
(0) which contains receiver's state, and type (1) whi,ch 
contains the transmitter's state. Both types of control packets 
as well as data packets are shown in Fig. 2, where LCI is the 
Logical Connection Identifier, serial # is packet serial 
number, rcv-uw is the receiver window upper bound, trans
uw and trans-lw are the transmitter window upper and lower 
bounds. The buffer available is used for flow control and bit 
map is used for acknowledgment. No. of packets queued is 
used in congestion control to decide whether the receiver 
should accept another connection or not. Control packet 
containing the transmitter's state and receiver's state are 
sequenced independently. Out of sequence control packets 
are discarded, and control packets with monotonically 
increasing number are processed. 

buffer available bit map 

trans-lw No of packets queued 

Fig. 2: The different types of control and data packets. 
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SIMULATION MODEL 

To simulate the transport layer we have two options: 
either to use a global model for representing the effect of the 
next lower protocols or to use an analytical model of the 
transient delay which takes into account the stochastic 
variation introduced by the communication network. 

We used the second approach because it is a hybrid 
model and it provides a good compromise between the 
difficulties in mathematical modeling and the multiplicity of 
interacting resources on one hand, and the inclusion of the 
iower level details in a pure simulation on the other hand. In 
particular, the hybrid simulation of transport protocols 
would require to have accurate global models of interesting 
performance measures of the underlying communication 
protocol, so that an appreciable amount of low level details 
could be removed without much sacrificing in the simulation 
precision. 

The network model for transient delay is taken as 

T=N. [S+W] 

where, T is packet transient delay from source to 
destination node switches, N is number of hops between 
source and destination for the considered packet (geometric 
distribution), S is link service time corresponding to the 
packet, and W is a random variable with suitable statistical 
characteristics which accounts for queuing delay in node 
switches [16]. 

The simulation model of the new transport protocol is 
summarized in Fig. 3. In the simulation, each machine is 
modeled as a "process" that operates synchronously with 
each other. A packet generation mechanism fills the host
trans queue which acts as the main source of the traffic. 

TRANSMITTER 

I BUFFER 

' . r··········= . 
. 

..... -....... --· -·· 

A=ADDRESSTOPACKET 
C=CONTROLPACKET 
D=DATAPACKET 

--~ 
~ 
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Exponential distribution is used for TPDU interarrivals. 
Number of parameters such as number of hops, mean inter 
TPDU interval, underlying network parameters, ... etc., are 
all user selective. 

The simulator is divided into two parts, the transmitter 
and the receiver. Each part consists of processes, fifo's, and 
state data. 

A. The Transmitter 

The transmitter processes maintain the window's lower 
and upper bound (trans-lw, trans-uw), pointers to window's 
worth of percolated packet buffers, a copy of the last control 
packet from the receiver, outstanding packets (i.e. packets in 
the range trans-lw and trans-lw+L-1), a bit flag, acked which 
means that: "the packet has been acknowledged by the 
receiver", and a table Tpacket [serial#, retrans, ack, address] 
for each connection. The transmitter consists of host-trans, 
trans, get-rev-stat, and send-trans-stat processes. 

The host-trans is responsible for deciding whether to 
accept a new packet from the session layer or not. It takes its 
decision depending on the buffer availability at the receiver 
and the window's upper and lower bound values. In case of 
acceptance, it gets the address of the next free packet buffer 
from the free packet fifo, fills in the data part of the packet 
buffer and writes the address of the packet to the trans fifo. It 
also advances the window's upper bound and initializes the 
table entry for the new packet. When a connection is 
established, the packet buffers are allocated for the 
connection. The packet headers are initialized and the packet 
buffer addresses are placed on the fifo. 

The trans process has three input fifos of pointers to 
packet buffers. The first one with high priority is used for 
control packets which is emptied first, the second fifo is used 

RECEIVER 

BUFFER 

. ...... . -......... . ........ 

Fig. 3: Proposed Protocol Simulation Model. 
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for data packets whose restransmission time out expires and 
they are not acknowledged (retransmitted packets), and the 
third fifo is used for new data packets. Trans process writes 
also the retrans entry in the tpacket table for the 
corresponding packet before sending it to the underlying 
network. 

The get-rev-stat process takes the receiver control packet 
and updates the transmitter state. After updating the 
transmitter state, it tests if any packet need to be transmitted, 
and puts its address in the retransmitted fifo. It also returns 
the address of the acknowledged packet to free packet fifo. 

The send-trans-stat process sends the transmitter's state 
periodically to the receiver. 

B. The Receiver 

The receiver maintains the window's lower and upper 
bound (rcv-lw, rcv-uw), the current status data (bitmap, 
control packet serial#, ... ), the next packet number to give to 
the host, and a pointer to the packet buffer for each packet or 
an indication that this packet has not been received, this is an 
array indexed by the packet number modulo the window size 
(packet [i]) for each connection. The receiver consists of rev, 
host-rev, send-rev-stat, and get-trans-stat processes. 

The rev process receives the packet from the network 
layer, and it tests for duplicate packet. If it decides to accept 
the incoming packet, rev process takes the address of the 
packet buffer from the free packet fifo and writes the data 
packet to the buffer and the address to host-rev fifo. Then it 
updates the corresponding entry in the packet table to 
indicate the receiving ofthis packet. 

The host-rev provides the host with order packets. It tests 
for the next packet in its fifo, if it is the next packet to be 
delivered to the host, it delivers it and its subsequent packets 
if any, and it puts their addresses in the free packet fifo, and 
advances the window upper bound as much as possible. 

The Send-rev-stat sends periodically the control packet 
containing the current status for each active connection to 
the transmitter. It also advances the window lower bound, 
and initializes the entry in the packet table corresponding to 
delivered packets. 

The Get-trans-stat takes the transmitter control packet 
and makes use of the available data on any further decision. 

SIMULATION RUNS 

The performance measures used in the simulation are the 
throughput and the wasted traffic (overhead). The effect of 
diffetent parameters is studied in the simulation runs to see 
the behavior of the protocol with different values for a 
certain parameter. 

We have investigated three packet error rates: one loss 
per 1000 packets, one loss per 10,000 packets, and one loss 
per 100,000 packets. For 1 Kbyte packets these gacket error 
rates correspond to bit error rates of 10-7, 10 , and 10-9• 

Although this bit error rate may seem a little bit high for 
optic fibers, we must put in consideration that packet error 
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rate includes also losses in packet switches due to 
congestion. 

We have investigated one way network transmission 
delays of5, 10, 15, and 20 ms/packets which correspond to a 
distance range from 1500 km to 6000 km which is a very 
adequate range to study in WAN. 

The protocol itself has a number of parameters. The firs.t 
parameter is the window size which we have studied its 
effect on throughput. We choose a window size of 64, 128, 
256, and 1024 packets. We have not increased the window 
size more than 1 024 packets because the transmitter and the 
receiver must reserve one window's worth of packet buffer 
for each active connection. So the large window size 
requires large amount of buffer memory at the receiver. We 
arbitrarily set the maximum window size to 1 024 packets 
which corresponds to 1 Mbyte of buffer dedicated to each 
connection. 

Another important parameter studied which has effect on 
both the throughput and the wasted traffic is the re 
transmission time out. For each network delay we have 
studied the effect of changing the retransmission time out. 

We have tried varying the interval between information 
exchange while holding the time out constant and see the 
effect of period of information exchange. 

Another very important parameter which is related 
directly to the implementation of the used protocol H/W and 
S/W, is the processing time. We have taken a range from 
60JlS to 130J.JS for processing one packet. 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS 

In general it is very obvious that the periodic exchange of 
information in all our runs gives better throughput and lower 
overhead. This is expected because the periodic exchange of 
information method removes many of the recovery 
procedures required to overcome loss of control packets, 
because even if there is an error in the transmitted control 
packet, the next packet does not send incremental 
information from the previous one but sends complete 
information which corrects it and therefore all control 
packets received in error are simply dropped. In positive 
acknowledgment method if the acknowledgment is lost or 
delayed the packet is retransmitted once more after waiting 
for its retransmission timer to expire. These are the general 
reasons for having better performance. 

It is not only that the new method has better performance 
results but it also has some interesting properties as 'we will 
discuss with the related figures. In Fig. 4 we see tha.t the 
throughput increases rapidly with decreasing the processing 
time but it almost stops at 0.08 in the new method which 
corresponds to packet inter arrival time, while it continues 
increasing in the normal acknowledgment method. Fig. 5 
shows that increasing the window size has greater effect on 
the new method than on the old one. Moreover, the new 
method begins to stabilize at window size 1 024 packets 
while the old method does not. A very important draw back 
for increasing the window size in the old method is 
increasing the overhead, while this drawback does not 
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appear in the new method. The effect of the retransmission 
time out in both methods is shown in Fig. 6 through 9. 
Another very interesting result is that the new protocol is 
less sensitive to the retransmission time out and there exists 
a big range retransmission time out where we can get the 
maximum throughput, unlike the old method where the 
maximum throughput is obtained in one point only. This 
solves the very old problem of determining the 
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retransmission time out value and makes it no longer a 
critical point. The previous conclusion is valid for network 
delay of 5, IO, and I5 ms. For network delay of20 ms both 
methods show approximately the same sensitivity. This is 
because in case of 20 ms delay a window size of I 024 is not 
capable of making the network pipe full and waiting for 
retransmission timer to expire in case of error costs a lot. 
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Fig. 4: Effect of varying packet processing time on throughput and on overhead. 
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